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Like all parents, Nicole and Keith want to do everything to make the world a safe place for new daughter Sunday Rose. They started by selecting the most green, eco-friendly crib possible for her nursery, from the Q Collection Junior line.

If you're familiar with Q Collection of furniture, textiles and accessories, then you know that they take organic, chemical-free and sustainable manufacturing to a new high. Founders Anthony Cochran and Jesse Johnson extended this eco-friendly and stylish design aesthetic to their children's line that is popular with the rich and famous. Check out the page "People Safe, Planet Safe:" and prepared to be impressed by their efforts and credentials, including Greenguard certification.

Gallery: Q Collection Junior Nursery Furniture

In addition to the Kidman-Urbans, Gwyneth Paltrow has a photo and testimonial on the home page, celebrating the changing table and crib she has for her kids, Apple and Moses. And we mentioned rich, right? Because the cribs run about $1,200. While you're spending that kind of money on the crib, then be sure to pick up the $400 crib set, too. Granted, children and the environment are priceless, but affordability is going to be the next green hurdle.

In the gallery, some choice pieces from the Q Collection Junior. Which ones do you think Nicole picked?

Hat tip to Sprig for letting us know that Nicole is a part of the Q Club.
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